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Director’s statement
Welcome to the Queensland Film Festival!
It is a great honour to be back with the fourth annual
Queensland Film Festival. This is our largest festival
yet. The enthusiasm and support we receive from
Brisbane filmgoers allows us to bring the most
intriguing, unusual and great films from around
the world (and Brisbane).
We like to think of the festival as a portal to what’s
possible: in film, in art, and as people. In these pages
you’ll find many such portals: details on the best films
of the year, wonderful shorts, Australian premieres,
new films direct from Cannes and Berlin, and recent
restorations. We’re also delighted to continue our collaboration with GoMA with
two retrospectives on the bedazzling Czech director Vera Chytilová and the
groundbreaking documentarians Lucien Castaing-Taylor & Véréna Paravel (including an
installation at GoMA).
Through these portals, we’re also bringing you guests, masterclasses, panels and
publications. Soda_Jerk (aka sisters Dan & Dom Angeloro) are here to introduce their
acclaimed work TERROR NULLIUS as our opening night film, while international guests
Hélène Cattet and Bruno Forzani will be hosting a retrospective of their mindmelting
films and helming a masterclass. To celebrate this, we’ve commissioned and made
freely available a dossier of publications on Cattet and Forzani’s work. We are also
publishing a special collection on our themed program around the relationship between
film, caring and domestic labour.
As a result of these retrospectives and themed programming (as well as other amazing
films), we’re proud to observe that over 80% of the films at QFF2018 or directed or
co-directed by women.
Festivals are where films find context. They are where films, discussion and audiences
come together. We look forward to joining you at QFF 2018.
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AH HUMANITY!
Lucien Castaing-Taylor & Véréna Paravel & Ernst Karel | USA & Japan 2015, 23m
20-29 July | GoMA
Ah humanity! reflects on the fragility and folly of humanity in the age of the Anthropocene.
Taking the 3/11/11 disaster of Fukushima as its point of departure, it evokes an apocalyptic
vision of modernity, and our predilection for historical amnesia and futuristic flights of
fancy. The images were shot on a telephone through a handheld telescope, at once
close to and far from its subject, while the audio composition combines empty excerpts
from Japanese genbaku and related film soundtracks, audio recordings from seismic
laboratories, and location sound.
Courtesy of Lucien Castaing-Taylor & Véréna Paravel & Ernst Karel

Co-Presented with the Australian Cinémathèque.
Ah Humanity! is an artwork screening continuously in Cinema B at the Australian
Cinémathèque, GoMA, as part of the Lucien Castaing-Taylor & Véréna Paravel: Flesh of
the World retrospective.
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TERROR NULLIUS (OPENING NIGHT)
Soda_Jerk | Australia 2018, 55m | 7:30pm, Thursday 19 July | New Farm Cinemas
Terror Nullius is a virtuoso cut-and-paste job that’s both rowdy and precise.
Ben Juers, The Lifted Brow
Equal parts political satire, eco-horror and road movie, TERROR NULLIUS is a rogue
remapping of national mythology, where a misogynistic remark is met with the sharp
beak of a bird, feminist bike gangs rampage and bicentenary celebrations are ravaged
by flesh-eating sheep. An intricate remix of Australia’s pop culture and film legacy,
Soda_Jerk return with a work that’s dark, hopeful, irreverent and urgent.
TERROR NULLIUS is QFF2018’s opening night movie.
6:30pm Drink and canapés on arrival
7:30pm Movie begins
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander visitors are advised that TERROR NULLIUS may contain
images and voices of people who have died.
Courtesy of Soda_Jerk
English Language Unrated 15+
Introduction by directors Soda_Jerk

Formed in Sydney in 2002, Soda_Jerk (sisters Dom and
Dan Angeloro) work at the intersection of documentary
and speculative fiction. They are fundamentally
interested in the politics of images: how they circulate,
whom they benefit, and how they can be undone. Their
sample-based practice takes the form of films, video
installations, cut-up texts and lecture performances.
Based in New York since 2012, they have exhibited in
museums, galleries, cinemas and torrent sites.
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STRANGE COLOURS
Alena Lodkina | Australia 2017, 85m | 9pm, Thursday 19 July | New Farm Cinemas
Neorealism gave film history a new model of cinematic narrative, and it’s bracing to see
young filmmakers continuing to see what that model can yield–or rather, refreshing it for
new times and places.
David Bordwell
Milena travels to the remote opal-mining town of Lightning Ridge to see her estranged,
ill father. Lost and alone, she falls into his bewildering world, where men escape society
and share ideals of freedom. Stuck in time, father and daughter try to mend their fractured
bond, but their connection is fragile, like the strange, colourful gems he digs up from the
earth. A startling debut from Melbourne-based filmmaker Lodkina, who draws on her long
engagement with Lightning Ridge (including her earlier documentary The Land of Black
Opals, 2016) to produce a precise humanist piece.
Strange Colours is preceded by Fitting (Avila, 2018, 14m).
This screening is introduced by directors Alena Lodkina and Emily Avila.
Courtesy of Alena Lodkina
English Language Unrated 15+
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DAISIES
Véra Chytilová | Czechoslovakia 1966, 76m | 6:00PM, Friday 20 July | GoMA
This radically mischievous work was the second feature of the wave’s sole female
director, Vera Chytilova. In her visually arresting, capricious film — full of colorful
experiments, dazzling collage effects and surrealist antics — two dangerously
bored young women have anarchic fun in a series of loosely connected episodes.
Nicolas Rapold, The New York Times
The film most emblematic of the freedoms afforded artists by the then imminent Prague
Spring, Véra Chytilová’s best known film is a glorious Dadaist revolt against dominant
narrative genres and modes of representation. Two young women embark upon an
anarchic rampage, joyously exploiting a string of hapless men; chaos and wanton
destruction ensue.
Daisies is preceded by A Bagful of Fleas (Chytilová 1962, 45m)
Co-Presented with The Czech and Slovak Film Festival and the Australian Cinémathèque.
This is a free screening taking place at the Australian Cinémathèque, GoMA, as part of
the Original Sins: Resistance and Feminism in the Avant-Garde Cinema of Véra Chytilová
retrospective.
Courtesy of the National Film Archive in Prague
Czech with English subtitles Unrated 15+
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THE APPLE GAME
Véra Chytilová | Czechoslovakia 1976, 92m | 8:15PM, Friday 20 July | GoMA
Eden’s the garden from which the apple comes in this jazz-inflected riff on gender business,
where the bassline is vaudeville and the dominant tone wryly energetic comedy drama.
GE, Time Out
Véra Chytilová’s belated return to filmmaking after the suppression of the Prague Spring is
a remarkable feminist screwball comedy set around a maternity ward. Forgoing the more
experimental approaches to film form and aesthetics that characterised her late ’60s
work, it nonetheless includes no shortage of startling imagery. Fellow New Wave director
Jiří Menzel stars as a nerdy, philandering ob-gyn opposite a quixotic young nurse played
by Dagmar Bláhová of Australia’s Neighbours.
Co-Presented with The Czech and Slovak Film Festival and the Australian Cinémathèque.
This is a free screening taking place at the Australian Cinémathèque, GoMA, as part of
the Original Sins: Resistance and Feminism in the Avant-Garde Cinema of Véra Chytilová
retrospective.
Courtesy of the National Film Archive in Prague 35mm
Czech with English subtitles
Unrated 15+
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NOTES ON AN APPEARANCE
Ricky D’Ambrose | USA 2018, 60m | 12:15pm, Saturday 21 July | Elizabeth Picture Theatre
With rigor and precision, his camera unmoving and observant, D’Ambrose creates a
hermetic world in which everything is orderly and clean, like an assiduously arranged
scrapbook.
Greg Cwik, Slant Magazine
Returning home to New York from Milan, David (Bingham Bryant) finds work cataloguing
the estate of the contentious, now dead, philosopher Steven Taubes, author of ‘Violence
and Its Valances’. With a certain pressure to make sure things are not misconstrued, David
assiduously works away, noting elements of conspiracy and traces of violence—before
disappearing and leaving his own cache of letters, postcards, and notebooks for his
friends to re-trace…
After a series of heralded shorts comes Ricky D’Ambrose’s feature debut Notes on an
Appearance, making clear not just his debt to the clipped minimalism of Robert Bresson,
but also the paranoia of Jacques Rivette and the sheer love of invented text and wit in
Peter Greenaway’s early films.
This screening is preceded by Spiral Jetty (D’Ambrose, 2017, 15m)
Courtesy of Partisan Films
English language Unrated 15+
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LEVIATHAN
Lucien Castaing-Taylor & Véréna Paravel | USA 2012, 87m | 2pm, Saturday 21 July | GoMA
Leviathan is an extraordinary collision of genres: an art film made by a pair of British and
French anthropologists that works as a stupendous cinematic spectacle.
Philip Hoare, The Guardian
Set aboard a hulking fishing vessel as it navigates the treacherous waves off the New
England coast. In the very waters that once inspired Moby Dick, the film captures the
collaborative clash of man, nature and machine — the harsh unforgiving material
world of the fisherman — in starkly haunting, yet beautiful detail. Shot on a dozen
Go-Pro cameras— tossed and tethered, passed from fisherman to filmmaker — Leviathan
is both a cosmic portrait of one of mankind’s oldest endeavours and one of the key
documentaries of the 21st Century.
This screening is followed by Nature Morte (Castaing-Taylor & Paravel, 2013, 29m)
Co-Presented with the Australian Cinémathèque.
This is a free screening taking place at the Australian Cinémathèque, GoMA, as part of the
Lucien Castaing-Taylor & Véréna Paravel: Flesh of the World retrospective.
Courtesy of Arreton Ton Cinema
English Language Unrated 15+
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CANIBA
Lucien Castaing-Taylor & Véréna Paravel | | France & Japan 2017, 95m
3:30pm, Saturday 21 July | GoMA
Caniba may be tough to take in, but you’d have a difficult time finding another film that
contains this much fascinating and terrible humanity.
Dan Sullivan, Cinema Scope
Caniba is a fresco about flesh and desire. It reflects on the discomfiting significance of
cannibalism in human existence through the prism of one Japanese man, Issei Sagawa,
and his mysterious relationship with his brother and carer, Jun Sagawa. Moving away from
the whirlwind cinematography of Leviathan towards a malevloant drifting camera that
binds us in close intoxicating proximity to Issei Sagawa, filmmakers Lucien Castaing-Taylor
and Véréna Paravel again push documentary and ethnographic filmmaking to its limits.
Co-Presented with the Australian Cinémathèque.
This is a free screening taking place at the Australian Cinémathèque, GoMA, as part of the
Lucien Castaing-Taylor & Véréna Paravel: Flesh of the World retrospective.
Courtesy of Elle Driver
Japanese with English subtitles Unrated 18+
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AMER
Hélène Cattet & Bruno Forzani | France & Belgium | 2009, 90m
6:30pm, Saturday 21 July | New Farm Cinemas
a surreal cinematic tone poem
Stephen Holden, The New York Times
As a child, youth and adult, three sensual moments define Ana’s life, witnessing a primal
scene after the death of her grandfather, a trip into town with her mother, and the
dreamlike invasion of her home. Trees whisper as her carnal search sways between reality
and coloured fantasies, becoming more and more oppressive.
An oneiric study of womanhood, Cattet & Forzani’s breakthrough feature debut unveils
their private universe with the fetishistic deployment of giallo visuals (and other lurid pulp)
magnified until the world glistens—then reversed, subverting our presumptions.
Courtesy of BAC
French with English subtitles Unrated 18+

Introduction and Q&A from directors Hélène Cattet & Bruno Forzani
French-born, Belgium-based filmmakers Hélène Cattet
& Bruno Forzani are the two most significant genre
filmmakers of the twenty-first century. Their debut short,
Catharsis, instantly unveiled their total cinema: with old
genres, whether the giallo thriller, the spaghetti western,
or the poliziotteschi police film, sliced and diced into a
hypnotic visual symphony of primary colours, glistening
glass, and black-hole silhouettes. QFF2018 is delighted to
welcome Hélène & Bruno as guests for retrospective of their complete works as well as a
masterclass in partnership with AFTRS. A dossier of their work is also available as a book
and freely online at Senses of Cinema.
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HAGAZUSSA
Lukas Feigelfeld | Germany 2017, 115m | 8:35pm, Saturday 21 July | New Farm Cinemas
An atmospheric folk-horror fable that combines a constant undertow of creeping dread
with a striking avant-gothic visual style
Stephen Dalton, The Hollywood Reporter
Somewhere in the remote Austrian Alps in the 15th century. An orphan and outcast,
Albrun (Aleksandra Cwen) lives in a log-cabin farm, isolated in snowy woodland with her
newborn baby. Shunned but obliged to interact with the nearby village, and in search of
support and friendship, Albrun is enticed into a malevolent ritual…
A slowburn horror film, Hagazussa is marked by the sheer physical presence of nature:
the shimmer of light through woods, fogged mountains, and mushrooms growing through
mud—as it builds and prepares for the psychedelic infernal visions that spring from Albrun.
Courtesy of Raven Banner
German with English subtitles Unrated 18+
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THE STRANGE COLOUR OF YOUR BODY’S TEARS
Hélène Cattet & Bruno Forzani | France, Belgium & Luxembourg 2013, 102m
12:30pm, Sunday 22 July | New Farm Cinemas
This new film comes on like a firehose of ironic style, paintbox flourishes and silvered
reflections, Art Nouveau designs, and stop-motion still montages.
Michael Atkinson, Film Comment
The second of the Cattet & Forzani’s features to pay tribute to gialli, The Strange Colour
of Your Body’s Tears chronicles a man’s search for his missing wife. Within the Art Nouveau
building in which this mystery deepens, Dan Kristensen (Klaus Tange) falls into a dizzying
psychosis, lured by his neighbours’ stories and the footprints of an elusive assailant.
A dazzling work, this movie is less interested in its plot than in extending and inverting
the hyper-stylisation of the gialli, turning Dan’s exploration of his apartment complex into
a vertiginous study of his own mind. Accompanied by a supercut of scores lifted from
the films of Italian slasher masters, The Strange Colour of Your Body’s Tears will swallow its
audience in a rush of delirium.
Courtesy of BAC
French, Danish and Flemish with English subtitles Unrated 18+

Introduction and Q&A from directors Hélène Cattet & Bruno Forzani
French-born, Belgium-based filmmakers Hélène Cattet
& Bruno Forzani are the two most significant genre
filmmakers of the twenty-first century. Their debut short,
Catharsis, instantly unveiled their total cinema: with old
genres, whether the giallo thriller, the spaghetti western,
or the poliziotteschi police film, sliced and diced into a
hypnotic visual symphony of primary colours, glistening
glass, and black-hole silhouettes. QFF2018 is delighted to
welcome Hélène & Bruno as guests for retrospective of their complete works as well as a
masterclass in partnership with AFTRS. A dossier of their work is also available as a book
and freely online at Senses of Cinema.
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SOMETHING DIFFERENT
Véra Chytilová | Czechoslovakia 1963, 81m | 3PM, Sunday 22 July | GoMA
Chytilová created something with a poise that defies us not to be seduced by it
Tom Birchenough, The Arts Desk
Concordant with the faraway burgeoning of second-wave feminism, Véra Chytilová’s
debut feature intertwines an ostensible documentary on champion gymnast Eva
Bosáková with veristic but dramatised scenes from the life of a frustrated housewife.
Both are strikingly shot by Jan Čuřík; the jazzy soundtrack is courtesy of the Semafor theatre’s
Jiří Šlitr.
Something Different is preceded by Ceiling (Chytilová, 1961, 41m)
Co-Presented with The Czech and Slovak Film Festival and the Australian Cinémathèque.
This is a free screening taking place at the Australian Cinémathèque, GoMA, as part of
the Original Sins: Resistance and Feminism in the Avant-Garde Cinema of Véra Chytilová
retrospective.
Courtesy of the National Film Archive in Prague
Czech with English subtitles Unrated 15+
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ZAMA
Lucrecia Martel | Argentina 2017, 115m | 5pm, Sunday 22 July | New Farm Cinemas
The frustrating nine-year wait for new material from Martel has done nothing to blunt
her exquisite, inventive command of sound and image, nor her knack for subtly violent
exposure of social and racial prejudice on the upper rungs of the class ladder.
Guy Lodge, Variety
Ascunción, 1790 onwards… Don Diego de Zama, an officer of the Spanish Crown born
in South America, waits for a letter from the King granting him a transfer from the town in
which he is stagnating.
Adapted from Antonio Di Benedetto’s masterpiece of Argentinian literature, the legendary
Lucrecia Martel returns after a nine-year absence to make the story her own. The greatest
director of humidity takes this colonialist riff on Waiting for Godot and thickens it, clotting
it with claustrophobic images of petty passions, lust and pride, before opening it up in a
visionary final third.
Courtesy of Limelight Distribution
Spanish with English subtitles M
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LET THE CORPSES TAN
Hélène Cattet & Bruno Forzani | France & Belgium 2017, 92m | 7:30pm, Sunday 22 July
New Farm Cinemas
Cattet and Forzani’s Laissez bronzer les cadavres may come to be recognized as one of
the best and most original literary adaptations in decades, even as it is an astonishingly
cinematic experience.
Christoph Huber, Cinema Scope
Every summer, Luce (played by the great Elina Löwensohn), an eccentric painter spends
her time at a hamlet in southern France. This summer, her guests are Max Bernier (an
alcoholic old flame), her current squeeze (a lawyer named Bisorgueil), and three friends
of his whom she has yet to meet: Rhino, Gros and Alex. Late, these latter three have stolen
250kg of gold and hope to lay low at Luce’s. But we can’t have everything go to plan, and
the hamlet shortly transforms into a battlefield.
In a blaze of golden sunlight, Cattet and Forzani’s latest delirious work throws in the
spaghetti western and policier into their realm of cinema, to be refracted into psychedelic
pop art and stylised swagger.
Courtesy of BAC
French with English subtitles
Unrated 18+

Introduction and Q&A from directors Hélène Cattet & Bruno Forzani
French-born, Belgium-based filmmakers Hélène Cattet
& Bruno Forzani are the two most significant genre
filmmakers of the twenty-first century. Their debut short,
Catharsis, instantly unveiled their total cinema: with old
genres, whether the giallo thriller, the spaghetti western,
or the poliziotteschi police film, sliced and diced into a
hypnotic visual symphony of primary colours, glistening
glass, and black-hole silhouettes. QFF2018 is delighted
to welcome Hélène & Bruno as guests for retrospective of their complete works as
well as a masterclass in partnership with AFTRS. A dossier of their work is also available
as a book and freely online at Senses of Cinema. A pre-screening gathering will take
place at Netherworlds in the Valley before their latest film Let the Corpses Tan premieres.
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THE RIDER
Chloé Zhao | USA 2017, 104m | 6:30pm, Monday 23 July | Elizabeth Picture Theatre
Chloé Zhao recently won Best Director at the Film Independent Spirit Awards for her work
in The Rider, a film she also wrote. She monumentally deserved it; her sophomoric feature
film is a bonafide masterwork.
Alex Arabian, Film Inquiry
After a tragic riding accident, young cowboy Brady (played by real-life rodeo Brady
Jandreau), discovers that his rodeo competition days are over. Back home, Brady finds
himself looking for a new purpose to his life. In an attempt to regain control of his fate,
Brady undertakes a search for a new identity and tries to refine his idea of what it means
to be a man in the heartland of America.
Set in contemporary South Dakota, Chloé Zhao’s second feature is a lyrical study of
the space between desire and reality, grounded in an acutely observed collaboration
between Zhao and the experiences of her non-professional actors. Magically lensed by
cinematographer Joshua James Richards, this is a stunning work.
Courtesy of Sony Pictures Classics
English Unrated 15+
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COCOTE
Nelson Carlo de Los Santos Arias | Dominican Republic 2017, 106m
8:30pm, Monday 23 July | Elizabeth Picture Theatre
Cocote feels more like a transmission than an exposition, with cinema the medium through
which certain spirits speak.
– Jay Kuehner, Cinema Scope
A rapturous crime fable set in the Dominican Republic, Cocote follows Alberto, a gardener
returning home to attend his father’s funeral. When he discovers that a powerful local
figure is responsible for his father’s death, Alberto realizes that he’s been summoned
by his family to avenge the murder. It’s an unthinkable act — especially as an
Evangelical Christian.
But as pressure mounts, he sees few ways out. Questions of faith, tradition and honour
course through this electrifying film, which, seemingly at the speed of thought itself,
jumps between film formats, colors, and aspect ratios, radically envisioning a community
torn asunder by senseless violence.
Courtesy of Luxbox Films
Spanish with English subtitles Unrated 18+
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AN ELEPHANT SITTING STILL
Hu Bo | China 2018, 230m | 6:30pm, Tuesday 24 July | Elizabeth Picture Theatre
Debut features seldom come as ambitious, or as accomplished, as the magisterial
An Elephant Sitting Still, written, directed and edited by the Chinese filmmaker Hu Bo.
Giovanni Marchini Camia, Sight & Sound Magazine
In the northern Chinese city of Manzhouli, they say there is an elephant that simply sits
and ignores the world. Manzhouli becomes an obsession for the myriad protagonists of
this film, whether the on-the-run schoolboy Bu or Wang, a pensioner and burden to his
family. In virtuoso compositions and fluid camera movements, the film tells the intersecting
stories of one single suspenseful day from dawn to dusk, when the train to Manzhouli is
set to depart.
This electrifying feature debut from novelist Hu Bo, is a near four-hour portrait of a society
on the brink.
Presented in partnership with the Asia Pacific Awards.
Courtesy of Rediance
Mandarin with English subtitles Unrated 15+
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YOU WERE NEVER REALLY HERE
Lynne Ramsey | USA, UK & France 2017, 95m | 6:30pm, Wednesday 25 July
New Farm Cinemas
You Were Never Really Here is a head-spinningly accomplished work that reconfirms
Ramsay as one of the most thrillingly distinctive and daring film-makers of her generation.
Mark Kermode, The Guardian
Joaquin Phoenix, in an award-winning role, plays Joe. A traumatised veteran, unafraid
of violence, he tracks down missing girls for a living. Hired to rescue a powerful senator’s
daughter, he becomes entangled in a paranoid network of lies, deceit, corruption and
violence. Past and present intertwine as he stumbles upon what might be his death trip
or his awakening.
This taut expressionistic noir, winner of Best Screenplay award at Cannes, has a sense of
vision and tactility that could only have come from the Scottish master Lynne Ramsey,
in her long awaited fourth feature. A pulsating and inventive score, now typical of
Radiohead’s Johnny Greenwood, mingles with Joe’s visions to powerful effect.
Courtesy of Umbrella Films
English Unrated 18+
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| FESTIVAL GUIDE |

fridaY 20/7

thursday 19/7
SCREENING / EVENT

TIME

TIME

SCREENING / EVENT

7pm

Opening Night Gala

6pm

Daisies

7:30pm

TERROR NULLIUS
(opening night
movie)

8:15pm

The Apple Game

Fitting + Strange
Colours

9pm

wednesday 25/7
SCREENING / EVENT

TIME

saturday 21/7
TIME

12:15pm

Spiral Jetty + Notes on
An Appearance

2pm

Leviathan + Nature
Morte

4pm

Caniba

6pm

Amer

8:45pm

Hagazussa

thursday 26/7
TIME

SCREENING / EVENT

SCREENING / EVENT

friday 27/7
TIME

SCREENING / EVENT

6:30pm

You Were Never
Really Here

7:30pm

Talk/Aesthetics of
Care Pt 1

6pm

Fruit of Paradise
GOMA

8:15pm

The Wolf House

9pm

Nana

8pm

Traps

Venue Key
New Farm Cinemas

New Farm Cinemas

Australian Cinémathèque

Institute of Modern Art

701 Brunswick Street,
New Farm, Qld

GOMA
Stanley Place, Cultural Precinct,
South Bank, Qld

GOMA/Australian Cinematheque
Elizabeth Picture Theatre
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venues

sunday 22/7
TIME

10:30am

SCREENING / EVENT

AFTRS Masterclass.
Subversive Forms:
Cattet and
Forzani’s Cinema of
Attractions + Shorts

12:30pm

Strange Colours of
Your Body’s Tears

3pm

Something Different

5pm

Zama

7:30pm

Let the Corpses Tan

TIME

SCREENING / EVENT

6:30pm

The Rider

8:30pm

Cocote

TIME

6:30pm

SCREENING / EVENT

An Elephant Sitting Still

sunday 29/7

saturday 28/7
SCREENING / EVENT

TIME

11am

The Rare Event/Talk IMA

10:30am

Prototype

1pm

Sweetgrass

12pm

Eglantine

3pm

Somniloquies

2:30pm

Prefab Story

Milla

5pm

5pm

John McEnroe: In the
Realm of Perfection

7pm

Celia

7pm

Diamantino

TIME

tuesday 24/7

monday 23/7

SCREENING / EVENT

Institute of Modern Art

Elizabeth Picture Theatre

Ground Floor, Judith Wright Centre
420 Brunswick Street,
Fortitude Valley, Qld

175 Elizabeth St,
Brisbane City, Qld
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THE WOLF HOUSE
Cristóbal León & Joaquín Cociña | Chile 2018, 75m | 8:30pm, Wednesday 25 July
New Farm Cinemas
Here, sometimes reminiscent of an Eraserhead-style Lynchian nightmare turned into
sculpture, paintings and stop-motion, beasts become human, a body forms out of a head
like something out of science fiction, and inside every constrained girl is an eager bird
desperate to fly free.
Sarah Ward, Screen
In the 1950s, German emigrants established an isolated colony, Colonia Dignidad, in the
wilds of Chile. Ostensibly a charitable organisation—its full name Sociedad Benefactora
y Educacional Dignidad translates as the Dignity Charitable and Educational Society—
under the rule of Paul Schäfer, it became a cult, indoctrinating and abusing its children
while gaining support from the then Chilean government by becoming a torture camp
for the repressive Pinochet regime.
Artists Cristóbal León and Joaquín Cociña engage with this trauma through intertwining
folk and fairytales as a young girl tries to escape. Created through stop-animation,
The Wolf House is an astonishing achievement that mingles dreams and reality in a
permanent flux. Possibly inspired by other artists as Jan Švankmajer, William Kentridge,
and Jeff Keens, in their merger of real space and animation, The Wolf House, with its
paper-mache sculptures and animated paintings drifting across the walls of the House,
is something new. Not just in stop-animation, but in cinema.
Courtesy of Diluvio
Spanish & German with English subtitles Unrated 15+
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LOVE MEANS TAKING ACTION
PART ONE

and banal, precious and disturbing,
creating resonance and contrast through
experimental modes of storytelling.

Mixed | 7:30pm, Thursday 26 July Institute
of Modern Art

Courtesy of VDB

Presented as a partnership between
Queensland Film Festival and the Institute
of Modern Art, this free discussion and
screening, Love Means Taking Action Part
One, is the first in a series presenting works
that engage with caring, parenting and
domestic labour. These films demand justice,
to and from the world. These works show
caring, make it visible, but also incorporate
caring into the production process itself,
with the films tracing ways of representing
the thought, ethical deliberation and
engagement of the practice of caring.
Join feminist economist Andrea Fox,
filmmaker Mia Forrest, academic Shelley
Kulperger, and lecturer and contemporary
art expert Courtney Pederson, as they
explore the holistic relationship between art,
work, and the labour of caring.
Weight
Kate Davis 2012 | 12 m
‘Taking a 1961 BBC documentary about
artist Barbara Hepworth as its starting
point, Weight explores how televised
depictions of creativity have constructed
our understanding of artistic production
and other forms of labour. Weight
re-imagines the value systems that this
documentary is predicated upon and
proposes an alternative vision.’ – Kate Davis
Courtesy of LUX

Strangely Ordinary This Devotion
Dani Leventhal Restack & Sheila Restack
2017 | 29m
Strangely Ordinary This Devotion is a
visceral exploration of feral domesticity,
queer desire, and fantasy in a world under
the threat of climate change. Utilizing
and exploding archetypes, the film offers
a radical approach to collaboration
and the conception of family. Dani and
Sheilah collect and arrange images
and moments that are at once peculiar

Housework
Margaret Salmon 2014 | 6m
Salmon captures the uncanny, beautiful
and at times hysterical moments in an
alternative domestic cosmos. Highlighting
the current state of female domestic roles as
well as the status of women in larger society,
Housework portrays daily household chores
being completed by themselves as a
supernatural phenomenon.
Courtesy of LUX

Vivian’s Garden
Rosalind Nashashibi 2017 30m
Vivian Suter and her mother Elisabeth Wild
are two Swiss / Austrian artists in living in
Panajachel, Guatemala, where they have
developed a matriarchal compound in
an environment that offers both refuge
and terror. Elisabeth is in her nineties and
Vivian in her sixties and they are as close as
maiden sisters. This film takes a close and
dreamy look at their artistic, emotional and
economic lives amongst their extended
household, offering a tender look at an
instance of post-colonial complexity.
Courtesy of LUX

Precious
Valérie Massadian 2012 | 4m
Stephen Dwoskin was making his last film.
He knew this time it was the last one, as he
was dying.
He asked a few friends to give him
something, an image, a sound, a shot, that
he would use or not in the editing of his film.
We saw it as a farewell present.
His film, of incredible beauty, is called “AGE
IS…”
This was my present to him.
Courtesy of Gaïjin and Valérie Massadian
This free event takes place at the IMA.
Unrated 15+
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NANA
Valérie Massadian | France 2011, 68m | 9pm, Thursday 26 July | New Farm Cinemas
Succinct and mysterious, taut and langourous, hermetic and expansive, Massadian’s
pastoral fable strikes a memorably unnerving chord that only so much context can
assuage.
Jay Kuehner, Cinema Scope
Nana is 4 years old and lives in a stone house beyond the forest. Back from school one late
afternoon, all she finds is silence in the house. Winning Locarno’s Opera Prima award for
her feature debut, Massadian’s startling Nana is a doubled work: first a study of the rhythms
of parenting then a study of a child alone; half attentive ethnography but simultaneously
half fable. One of few films to ever capture the mysteries of early childhood.
Nana is preceded by Oyster (Salmon, 2014, 14m) and followed by America (Massadian,
2013, 7m).
Courtesy of Gaïjin and Valérie Massadian
French with English subtitles Unrated 15+
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FRUIT OF PARADISE
Véra Chytilová | Czechoslovakia 1969, 96m | 6pm, Friday 27 July | GoMA
The concern with visual innovation and pictorial composition, shared by Chytilová and
cinematographer Jaroslav Kučera, is obvious, and links the film with Daisies, which Kučera
also photographed. But the playful spirit of the earlier film has been supplanted, here,
by a more sober and pensive form of experimentation.
Alison Frank, Electric Sheep Magazine
The most experimental film of the Czechoslovak New Wave had Véra Chytilová again
collaborating with her Daisies cohort of cinematographer Jaroslav Kučera, screenwriter
and costume designer Ester Krumbachová, and editor Miroslav Hájek, in addition to the
Studio Ypsilon theatre troupe. In this gnomic and wildly psychedelic farewell to the Summer
of Love-like ambience and freedoms of the Prague Spring, Edenic mythology feeds
into an absurdist, richly symbolic, relationship-cum-serial-killer drama, accompanied
throughout by a rapturous Zdeněk Liška score.
Co-Presented with The Czech and Slovak Film Festival and the Australian Cinémathèque.
This is a free screening taking place at the Australian Cinémathèque, GoMA, as part of
the Original Sins: Resistance and Feminism in the Avant-Garde Cinema of Véra Chytilová
retrospective.
Courtesy of the National Archive in Prague
Czech with English subtitles Unrated 15+
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TRAPS
Véra Chytilová | Czech Republic 1998, 124m | 8pm, Friday 27 July | GoMA
here is anger and anarchy at the heart of Chytilová's film, which suggests the impotence of
women to do anything about a male dominated society (which they are all too frequently
complicit in) is the cruelest cut of all.
Amber Wilkinson, Eye For Film
This under-seen, pitch-black farce ranks amongst the director’s most provocative
and unforgettable films, as fiercely feminist as it is nonetheless ribald and pessimistic.
Burlesquing the rape-revenge genre, it concerns a veterinarian and the fallout from
the very particular vengeance she obtains after being sexually assaulted by a corrupt
MP and a slimy advertising executive. Véra Chytilová’s antepenultimate fiction film is
a family affair, with camerawork from son Štěpán Kučera and costuming by daughter
Tereza Kučerová.
Co-Presented with The Czech and Slovak Film Festival and the Australian Cinémathèque.
This is a free screening taking place at the Australian Cinémathèque, GoMA, as part of
the Original Sins: Resistance and Feminism in the Avant-Garde Cinema of Véra Chytilová
retrospective.
Courtesy of the National Film Archive in Prague 35mm
Czech with English subtitles Unrated 18+
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The Rare Event
Ben Rivers & Ben Russell 2018 | 48m

The Rare Event

THE RARE EVENT
Mixed | 11am, Saturday 28 July
Institute of Modern Art
a spacey reverie about the relationship
between knowledge and art, theory and
experience
Giovanni Marchini Camia,
Sight & Sound Magazine
Presented as a partnership between
Queensland Film Festival and the Institute
of Modern Art, this free discussion and
screening, The Rare Event, is a series
of magick portals summoned by
incantations of erudition that explore the
relationship between knowledge and
art, theory and experience.
Join QAGoMA curator Ellie Buttrose, and
artists Chantal Fraser, and Netherworlds
curator Kate Woodcroft as they explore
and dissect the relationship between
knowledge and art, theory and
experience, and how both film and
contemporary art draw on the concept
of magic in its execution and staging.
Invocation of My Demon Brother
Kenneth Anger 1969 | 12m
The Rare Event, this darkly auratic timeobject is a startling black mirror of occult
vibrations, magical inquiry, and the very
real possibilities of Satanic resistance.
(Ben Rivers, Ben Russell)

The Rare Event is notionally a
documentary of a three-day forum,
featuring an impressive cast: Albert Serra,
Dominique Gonzalez-Foerster, HansUlrich Obrist, Étienne Balibar, Timothy
Morton, and Jean-Luc Nancy, amongst
others. The purpose of this forum—to
explore the the manifold possibilities of
Resistance, the title of Jean-François
Lyotard’s unrealised follow-up to his
landmark exhibition Les Immatérieux
(The Immaterials).
However, Rivers and Russell also conjure
a have produced a structural analysis
of a philosophical discussion in-theround. Our “appearance dimension”
is deceptive, and with the help of a
wandering Green Man, an immersive 5.1
sound-mix, and a dose of kinetic digital
magick (courtesy of artist Peter Burr,
QFF2016 & 2017), this erudite document
of Resistance slowly transforms into the
Rare Event.
Courtesy of LUX

L. Cohen
James Benning 2018m
“[A] 45-minute single take of Oregon
farmland. The drone of unseen planes
fills the soundtrack, but the relentlessly
static image scarcely betrays any trace
of movement, with even the blades
of grass in the foreground remaining
frozen in this windless scene. Then,
about halfway through, the great event
arrives: a solar eclipse engulfs the world
in sublime transformation. Animals howl
in the darkness, and then all is restored.
The banal and the breathtaking coexist.”
(Erika Balsom)
Courtesy of James Benning
This is a free screening taking place at the IMA at 11am
on the 28th of July.
Unrated 18+

Courtesy of the NFSA
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SWEETGRASS
Lucien Castaing-Taylor & Ilisa Barbash | USA 2009, 101m | 1pm Saturday 28 July | GoMA
Castaing-Taylor has an extraordinary eye: he takes you right into the center of the herd so
it almost feels as if you’re jostling alongside the animals as they rush for food or surge up
a ravine.
Manohla Dargis, The New York Times
With little dialogue and no direct interviews, this understated yet visually compelling
documentary follows modern-day cowboys as they lead their flocks of sheep to summer
pastures up the dramatic mountainous terrain of Montana. Produced by Harvard
University's Sensory Ethnography Lab, it was made by filmmakers and anthropologists
Ilisa Barbash and Lucien Castaing-Taylor, and is an elegy to a dying way of life in the
American West that is enmeshed with animal and nature. Now newly restored.
Co-Presented with the Australian Cinémathèque.
This is a free screening taking place at the Australian Cinémathèque, GoMA, as part of the
Lucien Castaing-Taylor & Véréna Paravel: Flesh of the World retrospective.
Courtesy of Arrete Ton Cinema
English Language Unrated 15+
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SOMNILOQUIES
Lucien Castaing-Taylor & Véréna Paravel | USA 2017, 73m | 3pm Saturday 27 July | GoMA
the array of abstract imagery recalls late Lynch movies like Inland Empire, as well as the
films of Philippe Grandrieux and the paintings of Francis Bacon
Jordan Mintzer, The Hollywood Reporter
Songwriter Dion McGregor became famous in the 1960s for narrating his dreams in
his sleep. His flatmate recorded him doing so.
In somniloquies, Lucien Castaing-Taylor and Véréna Paravel overcome the boundaries
between inner dreamscapes and human bodies by compiling, editing, and re-weaving
these oneiric and surreal tales into a new world that, through their sonic manipulation of
the original tapes, accentuates both the dreams and the then incidental sounds of ‘60s
New York City street life. And for our eyes? We see a lulled drift across human bodies,
flowing, hazy and proximate — that like the audio blurs interiority and exteriority, but also
presages Castaing-Taylor and Paravel’s approach for Caniba.
Co-Presented with the Australian Cinémathèque.
This is a free screening taking place at the Australian Cinémathèque, GoMA, as part of the
Lucien Castaing-Taylor & Véréna Paravel: Flesh of the World retrospective.
Courtesy of Arreton Ton Cinema
English language Unrated 15+
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MILLA
Valérie Massadian | France 2017, 128m | 5pm, Saturday 28 July | New Farm Cinemas
A quietly moving and unassumingly profound film about growing up, young motherhood,
and life’s chance occurrences
Jordan Cronk, Film Comment
Massadian’s latest film begins as a tender story of two young lovers and their lives on the
fringes of provincial France, before shifting towards one of cinema’s finest depictions of
motherhood. Milla and Leo live and care for one another clandestinely, their meager
furnishings and sustenance countered by a love for which there is neither a logic nor
substitute. But where is there to go in the wake of loss? Milla considers every dimension
of love, loyalty, and grief through a poetic, startling vision that recalls the likes of Barbara
Loden and Chantal Akerman while remaining without precedent.
Courtesy of Gaïjin and Valérie Massadian
French with English subtitles Unrated 15+
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CELIA
Ann Turner| Australia 1989, 103m | Saturday 7pm, 28 July | New Farm Cinemas
Celia is Miss Turner’s transfixing, assured, extremely lucid attempt to see the world from
Celia’s point of view. Filmed in a controlled, decorous style that recalls the deceptive
serenity of Blue Velvet, it traces Celia’s mounting anger at the tyranny of the adult world.
Janet Maslin, The New York Times
In 1957, anti-communist paranoia has enveloped the West, a rabbit plague has overtaken
Victoria, and in the suburbs of Melbourne, nine-year old Celia (Rebecca Smart) is terrified
by storybook monsters who haunt her bedroom, and peek from behind the faces of
passers-by. Ignored at home and mourning the death of her grandmother, she begins to
explore her nearby world with dark consequences.
This startling debut by author and director Ann Turner has just been ravishingly restored
by Australia’s NFSA, but, even on VHS, its unconventional examination of prejudice and
prepubescent imagination shines through.
Courtesy of Umbrella Films
English language M
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PROTOTYPE
Blake Williams| Canada 2017, 63m | 10:30am, Sunday 29 July | 3D New Farm Cinemas
It’s a staggering vision—not just the best film in Future//Present, but one of the most striking
films of the year, by any measure.
– Lawrence Garcia, MUBI Notebook
As a major storm strikes Texas in 1900, a mysterious televisual device is built and tested.
Blake Williams’ 3D sci-fi film, Prototype, immerses us in the aftermath of the Galveston
disaster to fashion a haunting treatise on technology, cinema, and the medium’s future.
Expanding on the discoveries of his earlier anaglyphic 3D shorts, Williams’ debut feature
experiments with the possibilities of polarised 3D and is as much an archaeological dig
into abandoned stereoscopic furrows of the past as a visionary expansion of what is
actually possible with cinema. A unique and immersive trip not to be missed.
Courtesy of Blake Williams
English Language Unrated 15+
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EGLANTINE
Margaret Salmon | United Kingdom 2016, 71m | 12pm, Sunday 29 July
New Farm Cinemas
Eglantine is an intimate and vivid account of a young girl’s real and fantastical adventure
in a remote forest one evening. It’s not only a loving homage to classic children’s films
such as Ray Ashley’s Little Fugitive, Jean Renoir’s The River and Albert Lamorisse’s The Red
Balloon, but draws from nature studies of the past, such as Mary Field’s Secrets of Nature
series. Shot on 35mm in various locations around Scotland, this film draws inspiration from
a range of cinematic movements as well as wildlife documentaries to produce a lyrical
and sensual portrait of a child’s perspective on the natural world.
Preceded by Bird (Salmon, 2016, 6m) and Ninouche (Massadian, 2011, 25m)
Courtesy of LUX
English language All Ages
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PREFAB STORY
Véra Chytilová | Czechoslovakia 1979, 96m | 2:30pm, Sunday 29 July | GoMA
Chytilová's unwavering moral stance and penetrating analysis of creation and destruction,
as evident in Panelstory, would undoubtedly stand out in the film production of any country
Andrew James Horton, Kinoeye
This scathing and often very funny rubbishing of life under Normalisation (1969–1987) has
had scant exposure abroad; the local authorities did their utmost to suppress it domestically
for many years, too. Working once more with Jaromír Šofr, her cameraman from Ceiling
and A Bagful of Fleas, Véra Chytilová presents a frantic, wide-angled, noisy mosaic of life
at a monstrous, underdone, debris-ridden high-rise housing estate on Prague’s outskirts,
cocking a vicious snook at its Potemkin village pretensions to community building.
Co-Presented with The Czech and Slovak Film Festival and the Australian Cinémathèque.
This is a free screening taking place at the Australian Cinémathèque, GoMA, as part of
the Original Sins: Resistance and Feminism in the Avant-Garde Cinema of Véra Chytilová
retrospective.
Courtesy of the National Film Archive in Prague
Czech with English subtitles Unrated 15+
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JOHN MCENROE: IN THE REALM OF PERFECTION
Julian Faraut | France 2018, 95m | 5pm Sunday 29 July | Elizabeth Picture Theatre
And so what on paper might be a standard sporting bio-doc, largely relevant only to tennis
aficionados or fans of John McEnroe at the height of his powers, instead becomes a lovely
meditation on time and movement, dedication and obsession, image and perception.
Jessica Kiang, Variety
On the surface, this is merely one of the year’s best sports documentaries, one that
focuses on tennis legend John McEnroe at the height of his career as the world champion,
documenting his strive for perfection, frustrations, and the hardest loss of his career at the
1984 Roland-Garros French Open.
However Faraut also engages with the work of Gil de Kermadec, a filmmaker hired by the
French national sport and training institute, INSEP, to develop ‘portraits’ of significant tennis
players. It is Kermadec’s footage of the perfect McEnroe that Faraut draws on, exploring
the kinship between tennis and cinema, whether capturing the body, performance,
or finding the perfection shot.
Courtesy of Film Constellation
English and French with English subtitles All Ages
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DIAMANTINO (CLOSING MOVIE)
Gabriel Abrantes & Daniel Schmidt | Portugal & France 2018, 92m | 7pm Sunday 29 July
Elizabeth Picture Theatre
Part loopily queer sci-fi thriller, part faux-naive political rallying cry, glued together with
candyfloss clouds of romantic reverie, it’s a film best seen with as little forewarning
as possible
Guy Lodge, Variety
Diamantino, the world’s premiere soccer star, loses his special touch and ends his career
in disgrace. Searching for a new purpose, the international icon sets on a delirious odyssey
where he confronts neo-fascism, the refugee crisis, genetic modification, and the hunt for
the source of genius.
The power ballad of the empty-headed ‘Tino sees him caught up in conspiracy
criss-crossing Europe: haunted by his identity but also dreaming of moppet puppies
bursting through fields of fairyfloss. This latest collaboration from Abrantes and
Schmidt (QFF2016 & 2017) is in love with every form of storytelling and concocted from
pure pleasure.
Courtesy of Charades
Portuguese with English subtitles Unrated 15+
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LOVE MEANS TAKING ACTION
PART TWO
Mixed | 6:30pm, Thursday 16 August
Institute of Modern Art
Presented as a partnership between
Queensland Film Festival and the Institute
of Modern Art, this free screening,
Love Means Taking Action Part Two,
is the second in a series of screenings
presenting works that engage with
caring, parenting and domestic labour.
These films demand justice, to and from
the world. These works show caring,
make it visible, but also incorporate
caring into the production process itself,
with the films tracing ways of representing
the thought, ethical deliberation and
engagement of the practice of caring.
Mamoushka
Valérie Massadian 2012 | 10m
A woman recalls. Christine Famer,
Massadian’s mother, marks prejudice and
its legacy. Half audio and half slideshow
of Massadian’s luminous photography,
Mamoushka draws on our memory.
Courtesy of Gaïjin and Valérie Massadian

Charity
Kate Davis 2017 | 16m
Inspired by the ways Margaret Tait
(1918-99) invites us to contemplate
fundamental but overlooked emotions
and everyday activities, Charity takes
artistic representations of breastfeeding
as its focus. The film explores how the
essential – but largely invisible and
unpaid – processes we employ to care
for others could be re-imagined.
Courtesy of LUX

Pyramid
Margaret Salmon 2014 | 17m
Pyramid
responds
to
Abraham
Maslow’s theory on the hierarchy of
human needs through the rhythms and
choreography of middle-class South
England. Salmon’s documentary both
develops and challenges the themes
presented in Maslow’s theory, as well as
her own interest in human iconography,
stereotype and domestic rhythm.
Courtesy of LUX

Weed Killer
Patrick Staff 2018 | 17m
At the heart of Weed Killer is a
monologue—adapted from Catherine
Lord’s moving and often irreverent memoir
The Summer of Her Baldness—in which
an actress reflects upon the chemically
induced devastation of chemotherapy.
This monologue is intertwined with
comparatively otherworldly sequences,
including choreographic gestures shot
with high-definition thermal imaging.
Courtesy of Patrick Staff

The Body Beautiful
Ngozi Onwurah 1991 | 23m
This bold, stunning exploration of a
white mother who undergoes a radical
mastectomy and her Black daughter who
embarks on a modelling career reveals
the profound effects of body image and
the strain of racial and sexual identity on
their charged, intensely loving bond. At
the heart of Onwurah’s brave excursion
into her mother’s scorned sexuality is a
provocative interweaving of memory
and fantasy. The filmmaker plumbs
the depths of maternal strength and
daughterly devotion in an unforgettable
tribute starring her real-life mother,
Madge Onwurah.
Courtesy of the NFSA
This is a free screening taking place at the IMA at
6:30pm on the 16th of August.
Unrated 18+
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SHORTS
Extended descriptions of the varied shorts being screened as part of QFF2018.

Bird
Margaret Salmon | 2016,
6m Screens before Eglantine
A riff on the pioneering films of the
Children’s Film Fund producer & director
Mary Field, and her early work for the
Secrets of Nature series. Bird is as much
about observation and environment as
education and spectatorship, inviting
audiences to consider the ways in which
cinematic tools – camera, lens, colour,
movement, voice, sound – heighten
and humanise our interpretation of the
natural world.
Courtesy of LUX

The Body Beautiful
America

A Bagful of Fleas
Véra Chytilová | 1962,
45m Screens before Daisies
Shot in a teenage girls boarding school
attached to a cotton mill, this quasivérité short by Véra Chytilova anticipates
both Daisies and Miloš Forman’s A Blonde
in Love.
Courtesy of the National Film Archive in Prague

America
Valérie Massadian | 2013,
7m Screens following Nana
Out of the landscape, a portrait emerges.
One place. One boy. One day. One shot.
One reel of film.
Courtesy of Gaïjin and Valérie Massadian

Ngozi Onwurah | 1991, 23m Part of the
Love Means Taking Action Pt. 2 screening
This bold, stunning exploration of a
white mother who undergoes a radical
mastectomy and her Black daughter who
embarks on a modeling career reveals
the profound effects of body image and
the strain of racial and sexual identity on
their charged, intensely loving bond. At
the heart of Onwurah’s brave excursion
into her mother’s scorned sexuality is a
provocative interweaving of memory
and fantasy. The filmmaker plumbs
the depths of maternal strength and
daughterly devotion in an unforgettable
tribute starring her real-life mother,
Madge Onwurah.
Courtesy of the NFSA

Catharsis
Hélène Cattet & Bruno Forzani | 2001,
3m Screens as part of AFTRS Masterclass
A giallo in miniature, condensed out of
still photographs.
Courtesy of Hélène Cattet & Bruno Forzani
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Ceiling

Fitting

Véra Chytilová | 1961, 41m Screens
before Something Different

Emily Avila | 2018, 14m Screens before
Strange Colours

Véra Chytilová’s celebrated FAMU
graduation film is an Antonioniesque,
semi-documentary portrait of the
boredom and objectification endured
by a fashion model.

In the close confines of a lingerie
fitting room, Diane, who has recently
undergone a mastectomy, is confronted
with a problem she cannot solve alone.

Courtesy of the National Film Archive in Prague

Charity
Kate Davis | 2017, 16m Part of the Love
Means Taking Action Pt. 2 screening
Inspired by the ways Margaret Tait
(1918-99) invites us to contemplate
fundamental but overlooked emotions
and everyday activities, Charity takes
artistic representations of breastfeeding
as its focus. The film explores how the
essential – but largely invisible and
unpaid – processes we employ to care
for others could be re-imagined.
Courtesy of LUX

Dario Argento
Hélène Cattet & Bruno Forzani | 2013,
4m Screens as part of AFTRS Masterclass
A collage or purification of giallo imagery
from Dario Argento’s films. A symphony
of leather gloves, razor blades, shattered
glass and blood.
Courtesy of Hélène Cattet & Bruno Forzani

The End of Our Love
Hélène Cattet & Bruno Forzani |
2003, 10m Screens as part of AFTRS
Masterclass

Local filmmaker Emily Avila’s follow-up
to the award winning In A Cane Field
(QFF2017).
Courtesy of Emily Avila

Housework
Margaret Salmon | 2014, 6m Part of the
Love Means Taking Action Pt. 1 screening
Salmon captures the uncanny, beautiful
and at times hysterical moments in
an
alternative
domestic
cosmos.
Highlighting the current state of female
domestic roles as well as the status of
women in larger society, Housework
portrays
daily
household
chores
being completed by themselves as a
supernatural phenomenon.
Courtesy of LUX

Invocation of My Demon
Brother
Kenneth Anger | 1969, 12m Part of
The Rare Event screening
The Rare Event, this darkly auratic timeobject is a startling black mirror of occult
vibrations, magical inquiry, and the very
real possibilities of Satanic resistance.
(Ben Rivers, Ben Russell)
Courtesy of NFSA

Memories of lost love, as only Cattet
and Forzani can conjure, made vivid
by the arrival of psychedelic red, blues
and greens.
Courtesy of Hélène Cattet & Bruno Forzani
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O is for Orgasm

L. Cohen

Nature Morte

James Benning | USA 2018, 48m
Part of The Rare Event screening

Lucien Castaing-Taylor & Véréna Paravel
| 2013, 29m Screens after Leviathan

“[A] 45-minute single take of Oregon
farmland. The drone of unseen planes
fills the soundtrack, but the relentlessly
static image scarcely betrays any trace
of movement, with even the blades
of grass in the foreground remaining
frozen in this windless scene. Then,
about halfway through, the great event
arrives: a solar eclipse engulfs the world
in sublime transformation. Animals howl
in the darkness, and then all is restored.
The banal and the breathtaking coexist.”
(Erika Balsom)

A short, still life companion to Leviathan,
set inside the fishing vessel. A portrait of a
tired man, drifting with his ship.

Courtesy of James Benning

Mamoushka
Valérie Massadian | 2012, 10m
Part of the Love Means Taking Action
Pt. 2 screening
A woman recalls. Christine Famer,
Massadian’s mother, marks prejudice
and its legacy. Half audio and half
slideshow of Massadian’s luminous
photography, Mamoushka draws on our
memory.
Courtesy of Gaïjin and Valérie Massadian
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Courtesy of Arreton Ton Cinema

Ninouche
Valérie Massadian | 2011, 25m
Screens before Eglantine
A reduction of Massadian’s Nana. Nana
is 4 years old and lives in a stone house
beyond the forest. The woods and the
house are hers to explore and make
home. In-between these moments, her
mother cares for her—whether in the
past or now is unknown.
Courtesy of Gaïjin and Valérie Massadian

O is for Orgasm
Hélène Cattet & Bruno Forzani | 2012,
4m Screens as part of AFTRS Masterclass
The moiré rainbow of a soap bubble.
The glow of a cigarette. And a sigh.
Courtesy of Monster Pictures

Oyster

Santos Palace

Margaret Salmon | 2014, 14m
Screens before Nana

Hélène Cattet & Bruno Forzani |
2006, 15m Screens as part of AFTRS
Masterclass

Framed as a bedtime story, Oyster is a
minimalist documentary showcasing the
native oyster and various aspects of its
life, history and consumption. On and
off the coast of Kent, Oyster celebrates
British aquatic life, as well as the unique
history and commercial legacy of the
native oyster.
Courtesy of LUX

Precious
Valérie Massadian | 2012, 4m Part of the
Love Means Taking Action Pt. 1 screening
Stephen Dwoskin was making his last film.
He knew this time it was the last one,
as he was dying.
He asked a few friends to give him
something, an image, a sound, a shot,
that he would use or not in the editing of
his film.
We saw it as a farewell present.
His film, of incredible beauty, is called
"AGE IS..."
This was my present to him.
Courtesy of Gaïjin and Valérie Massadian

Pyramid
Margaret Salmon | 2014, 17m Part of the
Love Means Taking Action Pt. 2 screening
Pyramid
responds
to
Abraham
Maslow’s theory on the hierarchy of
human needs through the rhythms and
choreography of middle-class South
England. Salmon’s documentary both
develops and challenges the themes
presented in Maslow’s theory, as well as
her own interest in human iconography,
stereotype and domestic rhythm.

Santos Palace is a coffee shop in Belgium.
There, a waitress serves a strange client.
Here Cattet and Forzani begin to explore
how their new language can make the
everyday world uncanny.
Courtesy of Agence Belge du Court Métrage

The Strange Portrait of the
Lady in Yellow
Hélène Cattet & Bruno Forzani | 2004,
6m Screens as part of AFTRS Masterclass
While taking a shower, a woman hears
something. An intricate study in sound
design as off screen, something unfolds.
Courtesy of Hélène Cattet & Bruno Forzani

Strangely Ordinary This
Devotion
Dani Leventhal Restack & Sheila Restack
| 2017, 29m Part of the Love Means
Taking Action Pt. 1 screening
Strangely Ordinary This Devotion is a
visceral exploration of feral domesticity,
queer desire, and fantasy in a world
under the threat of climate change.
Utilizing and exploding archetypes,
the film offers a radical approach to
collaboration and the conception of
family. Dani and Sheilah collect and
arrange images and moments that are
at once peculiar and banal, precious
and disturbing, creating resonance and
contrast through experimental modes of
storytelling.
Courtesy of VDB

Courtesy of LUX
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Weed Killer
Patrick Staff | 2017, 17m, Part of the Love
Means Taking Action Pt. 2 screening

Weedkiller

Spiral Jetty
Ricky D’Ambrose | 2017, 15m Screens
before Notes on an Appearence
A young archivist is hired to whitewash
a late psychotherapist’s legacy in this
exquisitely crafted story, imbued with
an arch, conspiratorial air and told at a
perfectionist’s pace.
Courtesy of Ricky D’Ambrose

Vivian’s Garden
Rosalind Nashashibi | 2017, 30m Part
of the Love Means Taking Action Pt. 1
screening
Vivian Suter and her mother Elisabeth
Wild are two Swiss / Austrian artists in
living in Panajachel, Guatemala, where
they have developed a matriarchal
compound in an environment that offers
both refuge and terror. Elisabeth is in her
nineties and Vivian in her sixties and they
are as close as maiden sisters. This film
takes a close and dreamy look at their
artistic, emotional and economic lives
amongst their extended household,
offering a tender look at an instance of
post-colonial complexity.
Courtesy of LUX
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At the heart of Weed Killer is a
monologue—adapted from Catherine
Lord’s moving and often irreverent memoir
The Summer of Her Baldness—in which
an actress reflects upon the chemically
induced devastation of chemotherapy.
This monologue is intertwined with
comparatively otherworldly sequences,
including choreographic gestures shot
with high-definition thermal imaging.
Courtesy of Patrick Staff

Weight
Kate Davis | 2014, 11m Part of the Love
Means Taking Action Pt. 1 screening
‘Taking a 1961 BBC documentary about
artist Barbara Hepworth as its starting
point, Weight explores how televised
depictions of creativity have constructed
our understanding of artistic production
and other forms of labour. Weight
re-imagines the value systems that
this documentary is predicated upon
and proposes an alternative vision.’
– Kate Davis
Courtesy of LUX

Yellow Room
Hélène Cattet & Bruno Forzani | 2002,
8m Screens as part of AFTRS Masterclass
Cattet and Forzani continue their
exploration of the gialli and still
photography, folding S&M into the mix.
Courtesy of Hélène Cattet & Bruno Forzani

AUSTRALIAN FILM TELEVISION AND RADIO SCHOOL
MASTERCLASS
SUBVERSIVE FORMS:
CATTET AND FORZANI’S
CINEMA OF ATTRACTIONS
Join us for a free editing masterclass with
Hélène Cattet & Bruno Forzani. Subject of
this year’s retrospective, Cattet & Forzani are
as much renowned for their formal control
as their psychedelic mindmelting imagery,
making the duo leading lights of recent
cinema. This masterclass will be helmed by AFTRS’s Head of Screen Studies, Matt Campora
and concludes with a free screening of Cattet & Forzani’s shorts: Catharsis (2001), Yellow
Room (2002), The End of Our Love (2003), The Strange Portrait of the Lady in Yellow (2004),
Santos Palace (2006), O is for Orgasm (2012), Dario Argento (2013). This is an opportunity
not to be missed, whether as a filmmaker or film lover.
French-born, Belgium-based filmmakers Hélène Cattet & Bruno Forzani are the two
most significant genre filmmakers of the twenty-first century. Their debut short, Catharsis,
instantly unveiled their total cinema: with old genres, whether the giallo thriller, the
spaghetti western, or the poliziotteschi police film, sliced and diced into a hypnotic visual
symphony of primary colours, glistening glass, and black-hole silhouettes. A dossier of
their work is also available as a book and freely online at Senses of Cinema.
FREE EVENT – 10:30am Sunday 22 July, New Farm Cinemas
Reserve a seat by emailing info@qldff.com

TICKETING
REGULAR 		
Opening Night Film
Single Screenings
5 Film Pass

CONCESSION

$35

N/A

$16.50

$12.50

$50

$40

•

To RSVP for FREE Events email info@qldff.com or contact us through our contact form.
In subject heading write “RSVP [Event Name]”

•

Tickets for single screenings can be purchased online through QFF’s website or
Five Star Cinemas

•

5 Film Passes must be purchased in person at the Elizabeth Picture Theatre &
New Farm Cinemas box office
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